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Phobya LED-Flexlight
HighDensity 60cm (72x
SMD LEDs) - UV

$25.50
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Short Description
The ultimate modding highlight! Make your PC true eye-candy!
With the use of the Phobya Flexlight strip it is now possible to shine a light into every corner of your
enclosure with even more LEDs! The 4-Pin Molex extension loops through the required energy and hence still
allows use of the PSU connector. For mounting the pre-applied adhesive tape at the back of the strips. Hence
mounting of the Flexlights is easy to do in any spot in the enclosure.

Description
The ultimate modding highlight! Make your PC true eye-candy!
With the use of the Phobya Flexlight strip it is now possible to shine a light into every corner of your enclosure with even more
LEDs! The 4-Pin Molex extension loops through the required energy and hence still allows use of the PSU connector. For mounting
the pre-applied adhesive tape at the back of the strips. Hence mounting of the Flexlights is easy to do in any spot in the enclosure.
Many possibilities allow many diﬀerent lighting eﬀects: At the in- or outside of the enclosure, wrapped around the reservoir or
simply put at the base of the enclosure. Thanks to the LED technology the Flexlights have an extremely low power consumption
and barely any heat dissipation. Additionally the Flexlight strip is watertight, giving many new possibilities in combination with a
water cooling system. The Flexlights can even be hung into a reservoir for a completely new look!
The great quality of manufacturing and advanced technology makes Flexlights the ultimate lighting solution!
Of course shortening of the Flexlight strips is possible without problems, simply cut them to the desired length! Even extension is
possible for users with soldering experience. This even allows combination of Flexlights in diﬀerent colours!

Features
New generation:
The combination of the TriBright technology in combination with the closely spaced high-density LEDs allows extreme lighting
power! Beautifully black sleeved allow this component to be integrated cleanly into high-end systems.
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Flexlights outside of the PC?
Of course! Use Flexlights to illuminate a table from the bottom, a couch from the rear or even a photo frame! All of these
beautiful possibilities can be realized with the Phobya external power supplies: No PC is required, no noisy fans are disturbing
the silence. Simply order one of the Phobya PSUs (Item No. 84006 or 84011) and enter the world of endless lighting
possibilities!

Video:

Specifications
0

Additional Information
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Brand

Phobya

SKU

PH-83133-D

Weight

0.5000

Lighting Type

Flexible LED Strip

Length

24"

LED Color

UV (Purple)

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469126872
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